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	Meet the European startups taking part in a16z’s crypto acceleratorFintechAnalysis
April 9, 2024

Meet the European startups taking part in a16z’s crypto accelerator
The VC fund is holding its Crypto Startup Accelerator in London for the first time

[image: A16z partner Jason Rosenthal welcoming the startups to London.]


By Tom Matsuda



	Revolut, Checkout.com, Starling and majority of best-funded UK tech companies have wider gender pay gaps than national averageStartup LifeNews
April 9, 2024

Revolut, Checkout.com, Starling and majority of best-funded UK tech companies have wider gender pay gaps than national average
According to the government’s latest filings, half of them posted worse gender pay gaps than the previous year
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By Kai Nicol-Schwarz



	‘You feel like a hamster in a wheel: you run and run and there’s no success’ — The mental health toll of founding a startupStartup LifeAnalysis
April 9, 2024

‘You feel like a hamster in a wheel: you run and run and there’s no success’ — The mental health toll of founding a startup
Founders share how the stress of running their startups has impacted their mental health


[image: Nele Wessels, founder of naeo]


By Sadia Nowshin



	How dealmaking fared in Q1Venture CapitalAnalysis
April 9, 2024

How dealmaking fared in Q1
New Sifted data shows European startups raised about €12.3bn in Q1, a downtick from the previous quarter

[image: An illustration of board meetings.]


By Anne Sraders






	‘We’re not out of the woods yet’ says one of Europe’s biggest growth investorsVenture CapitalInterview
March 28, 2024

‘We’re not out of the woods yet’ says one of Europe’s biggest growth investors
Mistral, Graphcore and Kry investor Avid Larizadeh Duggan on the state of M&A, growth-stage funding and the real opportunities in AI 

[image: A landscape photo of Avid Larizadeh Duggan, senior managing director of Teachers’ Venture Growth]


By Amy Lewin



	A16z’s Sriram Krishnan: ‘We're all-in on the UK’Venture CapitalInterview
March 26, 2024

A16z’s Sriram Krishnan: ‘We're all-in on the UK’
The Andreessen partner on the firm’s first London crypto accelerator, European VCs and attributes of great founders

[image: Photo of Andreessen Horowitz partner Sriram Krishnan]


By Amy Lewin



	Meet the man who sells VC orphans from CEE to US tech giantsStartup LifeInterview
March 25, 2024

Meet the man who sells VC orphans from CEE to US tech giants
This M&A professional sells low-revenue tech startups for up to $100m

[image: Miro Tenkl, who helps VC orphans from CEE sell to companies in the US.]


By Zosia Wanat



	Interview with Gülsah Wilke, DN Capital’s newly appointed first female partnerVenture CapitalInterview
March 22, 2024

Interview with Gülsah Wilke, DN Capital’s newly appointed first female partner
“I hope I can make an impact”

[image: Photo of Gülsah Wilke, partner at DN Capital]


By Amy Lewin






	‘You feel like a hamster in a wheel: you run and run and there’s no success’ — The mental health toll of founding a startupStartup LifeAnalysis
April 9, 2024

‘You feel like a hamster in a wheel: you run and run and there’s no success’ — The mental health toll of founding a startup
Founders share how the stress of running their startups has impacted their mental health
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By Sadia Nowshin



	Revolut, Checkout.com, Starling and majority of best-funded UK tech companies have wider gender pay gaps than national averageStartup LifeNews
April 9, 2024

Revolut, Checkout.com, Starling and majority of best-funded UK tech companies have wider gender pay gaps than national average
According to the government’s latest filings, half of them posted worse gender pay gaps than the previous year
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By Kai Nicol-Schwarz



	Is it bullsh*t if an investor asks you for a financial model at pre-seed?Startup LifeOpinion
April 8, 2024

Is it bullsh*t if an investor asks you for a financial model at pre-seed?
The pros — and cons — of building a financial model for an early-stage venture
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By Ben Stephenson



	How to build a podcast for your brandStartup LifeHow To
April 8, 2024

How to build a podcast for your brand
Amardeep Parmar of The BAE HQ shares his top tips for starting a podcast that can support your brand

[image: Amardeep Parmar, founder of The BAE HQ.]


By Anisah Osman Britton






	Meet the European startups taking part in a16z’s crypto acceleratorFintechAnalysis
April 9, 2024

Meet the European startups taking part in a16z’s crypto accelerator
The VC fund is holding its Crypto Startup Accelerator in London for the first time

[image: A16z partner Jason Rosenthal welcoming the startups to London.]


By Tom Matsuda



	Fintech regains top spot and UK maintains its crown: March’s early-stage funding wrapupFintechAnalysis
April 5, 2024

Fintech regains top spot and UK maintains its crown: March’s early-stage funding wrapup
March early-stage dealmaking in Europe sees 14% drop compared to 2023

[image: Someone using a laptop for banking.]


By Shubham Jaipuria



	Revolut alumni quietly raise £2.5m from Lightspeed and Cocoa for stealth startupFintechNews
April 3, 2024

Revolut alumni quietly raise £2.5m from Lightspeed and Cocoa for stealth startup
The funding round further cements Revolut’s status as a burgeoning ‘founder factory’ in Europe

[image: A designed image of someone holding a revolut debit card]


By Tom Matsuda



	Is crypto for ecommerce the new future of payments?FintechAnalysis
March 27, 2024

Is crypto for ecommerce the new future of payments?
2024 has got off to a good start in the world of cryptocurrencies — should ecommerce startups jump on the bandwagon? 
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	‘We will lose amazing technology in the long run’: Deeptech founders still struggle to win state supportClimate TechInterview
April 8, 2024

‘We will lose amazing technology in the long run’: Deeptech founders still struggle to win state support
State support for deeptech still pales in comparison to the US and Asia, says Planted cofounder
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By Miriam Partington



	‘If Vargas is behind something, it cannot fail’: Inside the climate tech unicorn factory behind Northvolt and H2 Green SteelClimate TechAnalysis
April 4, 2024

‘If Vargas is behind something, it cannot fail’: Inside the climate tech unicorn factory behind Northvolt and H2 Green Steel
How almost everything Swedish financiers Harald Mix and Carl-Erik Lagercrantz touch turns into gold 

[image: An illustration of Vargas' founders and companies]


By Freya Pratty



	Meet the Viennese innovators who are pioneering the circular economyClimate TechPlaces
March 28, 2024

Meet the Viennese innovators who are pioneering the circular economy
Austria is a recycling champion — meet five Viennese businesses going one step further and closing the loop
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	‘If this exists, it's fantastic’: The frantic rush to find buried hydrogenClimate TechAnalysis
March 28, 2024

‘If this exists, it's fantastic’: The frantic rush to find buried hydrogen
If the hydrogen deposits underground are large enough and can be safely extracted, they could prove world-changing

[image: A fairy circle, indicating where hydrogen has seeped out from underground.]


By Freya Pratty






	Fundraising in the US, Alanis Morissette covers and an emerging founders factory: How Hugging Face got French tech talkingDeeptechInterview
April 5, 2024

Fundraising in the US, Alanis Morissette covers and an emerging founders factory: How Hugging Face got French tech talking
As French AI startups increasingly come under the spotlight, Hugging Face is emerging as an early example of success in the sector

[image: A picture of Hugging Face's cofounding team]


By Daphné Leprince-Ringuet



	Quantum computing: The French startup racing against US tech giantsDeeptechAnalysis
April 2, 2024

Quantum computing: The French startup racing against US tech giants
Quantum computing startup Pasqal is racing against major businesses in the US to win an emerging market — does it stand a chance?

[image: An image of the wiring of a PASQAL computer.]


By Daphné Leprince-Ringuet



	Breakthrough could help train AI 100 times faster while cutting energy useClimate TechNews
March 27, 2024

Breakthrough could help train AI 100 times faster while cutting energy use
London-based spinout Oriole Networks has raised £10m to build optical networks between GPUs in AI clusters


[image: The Oriole team.]


By Freya Pratty



	How much are European deeptech executives paid?DeeptechAnalysis
April 2, 2024

How much are European deeptech executives paid?
Until their companies reach Series B, most deeptech executives earn less than €100k

[image: A picture of a businessman giving a cheque to a colleague.]


By Daphné Leprince-Ringuet






	Clinical trials need a revamp — could Europe lead the charge?HealthtechAnalysis
April 8, 2024

Clinical trials need a revamp — could Europe lead the charge?
We look at how tech could disrupt costly trials — spotlighting one US company that could shake up the industry in Europe 

[image: Anca Copaescu, CEO at Strategikon Pharma.]
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	19 AI healthtechs to watch, according to VCsHealthtechAnalysis
April 5, 2024

19 AI healthtechs to watch, according to VCs
Investors from General Catalyst, LocalGlobe, Karista, Heal Capital, Balderton, Frontline Ventures and Calm/Storm shared their picks


[image: Marta Mrozowicz, investment manager at Heal Capital]


By Kai Nicol-Schwarz



	UK healthtech Numan recalls supplements that contained restricted ingredientsHealthtechNews
March 29, 2024

UK healthtech Numan recalls supplements that contained restricted ingredients
 It’s the latest in a series of incidents that’s seen online healthcare providers come under scrutiny in recent times

[image: Numan logo]


By Kai Nicol-Schwarz



	Portuguese healthtech UpHill raises €7m for Spain, UK expansionHealthtechNews
March 18, 2024

Portuguese healthtech UpHill raises €7m for Spain, UK expansion
Europe’s interest in care-integration platforms is growing, UpHill CEO says

[image: UpHill’s leadership team]


By Cristina Gallardo
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	Zolar secures €100m asset-backed security as climate techs increasingly turn to debt vehicleClimate TechNews
April 8, 2024

Zolar secures €100m asset-backed security as climate techs increasingly turn to debt vehicle



By Miriam Partington and Freya Pratty



	The French scaleup that wants to take on Excel: Pigment raises $145m Series DSoftware & SaaSNews
April 4, 2024

The French scaleup that wants to take on Excel: Pigment raises $145m Series D
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	French carpooling unicorn Blablacar secures €100m credit for M&AMobilityNews
April 3, 2024

French carpooling unicorn Blablacar secures €100m credit for M&A



By Daphné Leprince-Ringuet
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April 3, 2024

Revolut alumni quietly raise £2.5m from Lightspeed and Cocoa for stealth startup



By Tom Matsuda
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Clinical trials need a revamp — could Europe lead the charge?
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	Why Polish founders are being forced to return millions in public grant moneyPublic & AcademicAnalysis
April 8, 2024

Why Polish founders are being forced to return millions in public grant money
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By Zosia Wanat
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How to build a podcast for your brand
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By Anisah Osman Britton
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‘We will lose amazing technology in the long run’: Deeptech founders still struggle to win state support



By Miriam Partington



	Is it bullsh*t if an investor asks you for a financial model at pre-seed?Startup LifeOpinion
April 8, 2024

Is it bullsh*t if an investor asks you for a financial model at pre-seed?
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By Ben Stephenson
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	Spanish indoor farming startup believes it’s cracked the secret to growing climate-resilient hopsClimate TechAnalysis
March 25, 2024

Spanish indoor farming startup believes it’s cracked the secret to growing climate-resilient hops

[image: Hop plants grown at Ekonoke’s plant in Chantada, Galicia.]


By Cristina Gallardo



	Octopus Energy spreads its tentacles in acquisitions spreeClimate TechAnalysis
March 21, 2024

Octopus Energy spreads its tentacles in acquisitions spree

[image: A design of Octopus energy.]
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